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Kunjufu Speaks at Fourth
Annual Diversity Conference

Wcoster Celebrates South Asia Week
i
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key theory that a green monkey bit
an African and now 30 million of us
have AIDS?
"What's a better theory than the
World Health Organization dropped
a small polio vaccine in Zaire, Central Africa with the Hepatitis B strain
and it leaked out of Africa and now
resides in the United States where 2
million Americans now have AIDS,
then we asked if our government
knew that? Do you have Amnesia?
Remember Tuskegee, the book Bad
Blood, when black men in prisons
had syphilis for forty years untreated
by the Center for Disease Control.
"And you mean to tell me that no
conspiracy exists to destroy the Black
Community while history continues
to repeat itself? This is the most
blatant and insulting attempt to whitewash a genocidal plot The only

SEAN HARRIS
Voice Staff Writer
"Black people give white people
to much credit because if we were
inferior, there would be no need to
discriminate. We are the best on the
right side of the brain, sports and
music, and we are the best on the left
side of the brain, math and science,"
stated Dr. Jawanza Kunjufu, the keynote speaker of last weekend'sFourth
Annual Diversity Conference, sponsored by the Black Students' Association. "The first doctor in the world
was Imoja a black man and the best
doctor in the world is Benjamin
Carson a black man ," Kunjufu said
dispelling myths that Hypocrites and
Ancient Greek civilizations founded
medicine and placing credit where
credit is. due, on Ancient African
civilizations.
Dr. Kunjufu captivated the audi.?
ence with his electric and chilling
presentation, covering everything
a
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reason that America is addressing
this issue so actively is that the virus
meant to wipe out black communities hasfUteredouiintoUnitedStates
and has" effected million Americans that we know about"
During his lecture, Dr. Kunjufu
also addressed the problems of drugs
in the United States. "America does
not have a drug problem, it has a

Continued on page
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at Ashland, Cheney Charges Lack of Academic Freedom
JEREMIAH JENNE
Voice Staff Writer
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News
RYAN BAXTER
Special to the Voice
Co-Edit- or

"The politicization of classrooms is the biggest problem
facing American colleges and

universities today," charged
Lynne V. Cheney, chairman of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, in a luncheon lecture presented at Ashland University Wednesday afternoon.
The lecture, entitled "Academic Freedom," was the sixth
in a series of lectures on the
subject "Striving Towards Excellence in Education" presented
by the John M. Ashbrook Center
for Public Affairs in conjunction with Ashland University.
'
The lecture, attended by a predominantly white audience composed of many representatives
. from' Ashland .University, was

also attended by College of political agendas into the classWooster. President Henry room could "lead us into the
Copeland, and Dean of Faculty
Yvonne C. Williams.
Cheney lashed out against current teaching and evaluating
methodsjpsed by colleges and
universities. "Teaching is being
politicized as never before," asserted Cheney, adding later,
"Truth used to be the goal of
universities, but the new argument is that there is no truth, it is
only your view and my view."
In her hour long presentation,
Cheney expressed great concern
at the intellectual deprivation
created when professors focus
on research and publication at
the expense of the classroom.
This results, Cheney asserted,
because colleges and universities are evaluated based on faculty research and not on the quality of teaching.
Cheney warned that the in- . creasing influence of professors' ,.,

world of George Orwell, where
225...if it's politically useful."
Cheney's speech at Ashland is
of interest to the College of
Wooster. In a September 25,

sharply

criticized

Wooster's First Year Seminar
program as a "reeducation camp
more than a university program."
According to a transcript,
Cheney's information came from
research done by Christina
Sommers of Clark University in
Worcester, MA. Sommers, in a
telephone interview, expressed
her feeling that Wooster is "one
of the most rigorously monitored
campuses in this country."
In this same interview,
Sommers queried, "What does it
mean when you only want to
expose people to one point of
view?.,.I find it immoral to use

native campus' newspapers as
sources of information beyond
the politicized rhetoric of many
universities and colleges today.

Wooster. She replied that she
had also reviewed the core text
of the First Year Seminar Paula
Rothenberg's Racism and Sexism and found it "Appalling.

Counterpoint , where Professor

Also mentioned were the Kenyon

tions about the College of Alumni publication Point and

1991 speech to the National Press

Club

a college to forward a political
perspective."
Following her lecture, Cheney
was asked if she had any other
sources to support her allega-

The Rothenberg text made assertions that racism is only possible by
Whites and that sexism only by
males. It would have you believe
that the U.S. is the most racist and
sexist nation and her argument
has no historical context with other
nations and, furthermore, no concept of American values."
Cheney praised the Madison Center in Wisconsin, which publishes a
guide to colleges that goes beyond
the average college catalogue and
offers views on the campus politi,

cal environment. She also
.stressed the.importance of alter;

Pamela Jensen argued against the
influence of political correctness
on the Ohio campus.
Cheney was disinclined to speak
at the College of Wooster saying "it
is no fun to speak to people who
hate you."
- She alluded to the negative experiences of conservative speakers at
the college, such as Ed Koch, who
was booed by many students and
faculty in the audience.
Cheney's lecture presented a dis
mal outlook oh the current status of
college and .university teaching
methods.
"We've turned education into
therapy and we've replaced teaming with making people feel good,"
she accused, - ..
-
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New Club Joins Greeks
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Huston Simmons Delivers Address
--

---

change through knowledge. Presi
ANN SCHMITZ
dent Jennifer Sherwood stated that
Voice Staff Writer
In their meeting on March 2, the the group had originated as a close
Inter-Clu- b
Council approved the group of friends who felt that their
constitution of Delta ThetaPsL This bonds could be strengthened by the
raises the total number of clubs to Greek system.
The club, which is currendy fifeight and makes the fourth new
Greek organization to be added to teen members strong, plans to work
'
closely with the Humane Society
Wooster's growing Greek commuand will require all of its members
nity in as many years.
Approval came after ICC worked to actively participate in the local
with the new club to help them organization. Upon being asked
develop and refine their purpose. about the goals of the Theta's, JenUpon being asked about the new nifer Sherwood said, " Of course,
club Christy Quigley, President of our immediate goal is to continue to
Inter-Clu- b
Council, commented, grow and flourish and to be acTheir enthusiasm and good inten- cepted by the Wooster Greek comtions will be an asset to the Greek munity, after that we'll have to see."
Delta Theta Psi members had
system and they have a willingness
in
everyone
making
hoped
to initiate themselves but the
with
work
to
was
"In
describing
rejected by the Greek Life
idea
the system be tier.
the.
Thetas, whose letters stand for Committee last week.

-.

Kunjufu Speaks at Conference
Continued from page

1
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morals problem, a discipline probproblem. Nancy
lem, a
Reagan says "just say no. Do you
know that America only possess 6
percent of the world's population
and they consume 64 percent of all
the drugs? 'Just say no. That is the
most asinine statement I've ever-heaself-estee-m

of."
"George Bush knows that 85 per-ceof all drugs comes throu gh South
Florida and California, not Cincinnati, not Dayton, not Cleveland, not
New York. So what did Bush do?
He cut the National Coast Guard
budget by $100 million. America
makes more money on drugs than it
does on automobiles and you mean
the banks don't see any of this money,
a $ 150 billion industry?"
But of all the topics covered in his
nt

lecture, none hit harder than the problems within America's educational
system. "Right now we have 609 JOOO
men in prison, and
there is only 432,000 men in college.
And for some reason our educational
system can't find five or six thou
African-Americ-

rd

sand dollars to send our boys to
college, but we can find $18,000 to
$38,000 to jails with a recidivism
rate of 85 percent."
Kunjufu was entertaining and informative, from beginning to end.
He added new twists and new. di
- mentions VT'th. art- - of lecturing: q
"Phenomenal. Come on now man,
he was a dynamic, focused speaker
who touched on many' areas, but
communicated a lot of information
on the topic How else could you
describe him." stated Steve Jones, a
junior and psychology major who
anended Dr. Kunjufu's lecture.
Dr. Kunjufu travels the lecture
and workshop across the country.
He is the best selling author of CjaHt
tering the Contrary to Destroy
Black Bovs and Black Economic
Community and Porcr
In addition, his works have appeared in Essence and Ebony

KRISTTN L. FLACHSBART
Voice Assistant Editor

LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
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TThe Line between what is seriqus
andwhatuCTiertainmeritisblinTed,
commented HustonSinimons in a
lecture Tuesday evCTing entitled "Im-.-?
age and Reality in the Age of Televi-

sion."

ed

matier-of-facU- y.

.

Simmons visited the College as part
of the Woodrow Wilson
program. He is currently a
freelance producer who has worked
for "news magazine" shows such as
"60 Minutes," in addition to produc- ing documentaries for PBS. His documentary "Crisis in Central America"
won the Peabody Award in 1985.
Simmons began by saying that by
the time we are 60, we will have spent
at least 10 years of our lives watching
Scholar-in-Residen- ce

shot-by-sh-ot.

CORONA-XERO--

X

FACIT

Open
DAILY
9 - 2 p.m..SATURDAY
8-5:-

30

2522 Cleveland Road
5
(216)
345-740-

CD'S AND CASSETTES
DIRECT TO YOU
The Wfooster Inn r'
Additional 10 Discount
From 8 p.m., Easter Sunday.
5--

H

Pepped.

losophy of the networks is to give the
television. He stated our society could
what they want Networks are
public
be "becoming what we watch."
He further added that we are now bringing in focus audiences to pre- uvmgmJheagetf television. Ameri- - ; view documentaries, to see if the pub- icansterid to 'rely xi television at the 1 lie has any interest in the topic.
"
Shows such as "West 57th Street,"
expense of oLhex mediums."
"We must know now to use televi- - dubbed as realistic drama, are helping
areas into enterto turn news-relatsicru If. not, we'll be used by it.
i
its flash graphwith
MTV,
tainment
Simmons stated
shots,
are influSimmons gave a brief history of the ics and brief camera
helping
and
to innews and public affairs industry. In encing broadcasts,
crease the blurred line between news
the early sixties, there was a documentary rage, as television was in its and entertainment.
Simmons also visited communica"tell the public what it needs to know"
tions classes and the communications
era.
Now, with the cable industry, the honorary. Lambda Phi Eta, and analyzed some ofhis documentaries
rise of CNN and the takeover of netnewscorporations,
works by large
In addition, he talked with several
casts have taken a different place in
society.' News is now conceived as Spanish classes, ate lunch at the Spanish table and delivered a brief lecture
another commodity.
Simmons stated that the new phi- - to Spanish students on Tuesday .

an
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Huston Simmons Spoke on Tuesday evening in Lean Lectuke Hall

Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Easter Dinner.
Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m. - 11 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
1
Reservations Suggested (216)
Student Discount
264-234-

TO ORDER
SEND US THE ARTIST, TITLE, YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS ON ANY PIECE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD
ALONG WITH YOUR CHECK FOR
OR OLD
$15.98 PER CD OR $8.98 PER CASSETTE (OHIO ADDRESSES ADD 5.75 SALES TAX) PLUS $3 SHIPPING AND. HANDLING FOR UP TO 3 ITEMS ADD 50
CENTS FOR EACH ITEM IN EXCESS OF 3
T-SHI-RT

To: WAILIN' ROCK SHOPS
P.O. BOX 30863
G AH ANNA, OHIO 43230
(We do not specialize in hard to find or rare titles)
TAPE THIS AD TO THE WALL FOR FUTURE USE
Double set CD'S $23.97 Cassettes S 1 3.47
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Help to Save the Environment
Wooster Recycling Program Volunteers
unrk
no
paper
better
one

ALEAHENLE
Voice Staff Writer
During the fall semester, the College of Wooster saved 510 trees as
17 students volunteered 46 hours a
week operating the campus-wid- e
recycling program. Altogether, approximately 62,500pounds of office
paper, cardboard, and newspapers
were collected. This was a 57 percent increase from the year before.
Recycling the paper alone saved
not only trees but also 210,000 gallons of water, 1 23 ,000 kilowatt hours .
of electricity, and 2,100 gallons of
gasoline, as well as eliminating 1 ,800
pounds of air pollution. Wanda
Wilson, coordinator of the recycling
program, used the Wisconsin Paper
Company's "Environmental E valuator calculator to translate the worth
of the 62.500 pounds of paper. There
standard avis a generally-accepte- d
erage of one ton of paper equaling
seventeen trees.
Wooster' s recycling efforts ex

proof the
Wooster has
grams, recycling approximately 11
to 13 percent of all recyclable mate- -

tend to all materials currently recy
clable. Campus volunteers collect
aluminum, certain plastics and tin.

4500

--

and cans with

coordinated

effort.
In bigger schools, such as Ohio

t

Spring 1911.

Pounds

Fall

1991

0
Plastic

Tin

Bimetal

Aluminum

Over the summer and next year, rials. Ashland College is slightly
Wilson hopes to keep the program .behind, at about 9 percent while
growing and make it more efficient, Denison is ahead at approximately
17 percent. Most other schools lack
with bigger bins.
programs and recycle
comprehensive
Compared to other area colleges,

State, which is only beginning to
create an efficient recycling program,
bureaucracy works against implementing such programs.
At Wooster, which is smaller and

annplc trt
thr
to work through,
has fewer channels
created
was
program
the
to three years ago and is still
growing.Sincelastyear,studentshave
noted that the program has become
more organized than in past years. ,
The recycling program is run by its
student volunteers. They are responsible for collecting, sorting and delivering all recyclable materials to the
recycling center.
They work a six day week, collecting materials from the dormitories, academic buildings and small
houses.
"The students do a wonderful job
of keeping up with the work," says
Wilson. "It is not all that easy to lug
those bins, of paper up and down
steps of the buildings."
The material recycled since the
implementation of the recycling program has increased dramatically.
Wilson anticipates that this Spring's
collection will equal that of theFall's
return, if it does not surpass it.
two-and-a-h- alf

ft cavit dcfo indm?rndMiad2te.
but it can help you find more time for bom.
,

'

The new Apple' Macintosh' Classic II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle .
classes, activities, projects, and term papers
and still find time for what makes college
life

(J- t,

i

r

:
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.

r
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And indeed
there will be
time

real life.

If's a complete and affordable Macintosh
dassic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
formatted disks allowing you to
S
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.

"i iiiuwiini

'

ir:.

'

.

'

MS-DO-

I

"

In addition to its built-i- n capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade- -it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

For further information contact
Kim Strollo in Taylor Hall, Room 311
Ext, 2245

o.
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Whose Joint Is
This Any way,?.
' So Bill Clinton took

a couple of
But
cigarette.
tokes on a rnarijuana
mfiale.
What
do
thin agam he didtft
you think this .tells us about the
(sorry
Democratic
Jerry Brown fans, but it ain't going
to happen).
Being a Rhodes scholar at Oxford
in the 60s, it is not surprising that
Clinton was exposed to marijuana,
and really not too surprising that he
experimented. It would probably be
J
news if he didn't. I think we need id
MICHAEL MATTISON realize that we are reaching the age
where the peclerunningforoffice grew up m a scjeumes radical era, wnen
many questions where being asked. We arc going lo have candidates who
and maybe danced naked in Golden Gate Park.
tried drugs, wore
as character flaws.
qualify
necessarily
These do not
What worries me most is that Clinton says he didn't inhale. What'dya do
Bill? Hold the smoke in your cheeks and blow smoke rings? Which part of
the smoking process was too difficult for you? If you did it just to impress
is troublesome.
the people you were with, then your lack of
I
would be most
so.
said
just
have
should
you
it,
try
to
want
you
didn't
If
It wasn't my
high.
I
got
I
tried
"Yes,
said,
and
it
out
came
you
impressed if
affect your
ago
years
20
my
of
actions
If
since.
it
thing, so I haven't done
off."
worn
has
the
buzz
worry,
vote, then that's your choice. And don't
has
Clinton
actions,
his
for
But instead of accepting responsibility
for
search
seeming
to
preferred to hem and haw about his drug experience,
need
we
person
the most meager way to admit guilt. This is not the type of
in the White House. We've already got one.
If we really do want to elect some completely innocent person to govern
us, I think we need to lower the age limit for presidential applicants. I'm not
sure when innocence leaves exactly, but four might be a good place to start
We could have a State of The Diaper speech, and hope our commander-in-chie- f
doesn't suck hisher thumb too much in public.
Face it, there are no pristine saviours we can vote for. Even if there were,
I highly doubt they would be running for public office (they'd be too busy
appearing on Donahue). So let's approach this a little more realistically.
And speaking of realistically, what about H. Ross Perot? Could we have

Obbligato

front-runne- r?

:e in

biu-

tie-dy- es,

self-confiden-

ce

Continued on page 5

Stress and the
Destruction It Encourages
Post-Brea- k

In the few weeks following the
relative freedom and possible relax- ttVnay take
p
.
.
students (and even professors) a
while to adjust to the return of the
daily trials presented in the academic
environment at the College of
Wooster. Stress, and the processing
thereof, are problems that have been
known to plague average students
(after all, the "average" is just about
all that we have to deal with).
It is our hypothesis that difficulty
MICHAEL PROVOST
k
stress is
in dealing with
ffwtintr cMeral tiir1nrs. Some
C. MASON HALLMAN
mMhnd that we have seen thus far involve, for the most part, violent and
or potentially destructive behavior. We do not mean to say that this is
abnormal behavior at Wooster, but in the last few days it has seemed
somewhat more blatant For example, just the other day, a bottle rocket with
a lit fuse was thrown in the open window of one of our acquaintance's rooms.
At first this was not noticed, but there were a few frightening moments when
the rocket, itself, ignited, and shrieked around the room. Eventually it landed
near some of his valuable possessions and exploded. Luckily nothing was
harmed. The perpetrators chose not to come forward to comment on the

PavofjapriircaV

Post-Brea-

incident.

Another display of wantonly violent stress relief was seen this past week
in the parking lot adjacent to Severance Hall. Apparently two gentlemen
found it entertaining to toss a large glass object, of an unspecified nature,
back and forth. When these cretins had exhausted the obvious pleasure of
playing catch, one of them chose to smash the object into--the pavement as
hard as he could with what Whitman might have called a barbaric yawp."
Finally they departed, leaving the scattered glass shards in their wake for
someone more mature to injure themselves, damage their. vehicle, or even,
perhaps, clean up.
While we are on the subject of broken glass, anyone who has walked in
the vicinity of Arming ton in the past few days may have noticed the pile of
pieces of mirror on the ground. We do not know whether
nice,
k
this destruction occurred as a result of students auempung to deal with
we
both
cause,
the
Whatever
stress, but it seems a definite possibility.
heartily wish seven years bad luck on everyone who may have been
.

sharp-looki-

ng

post-brea-

Continued on page 5

Viewpoints
h.

Betcha' Ross Perot
Never Smoked a Hooter
a major fly in the political ointment? We had enough politicians, generals,
and actors for president, how about a businessperson? Maybe instead of
looking at this as an election, we should make it a shareholders meeting.
Let's cast a vote for the most competent CEO. We can leave any questions
about personality aside (works for Iaccoca) and see who deals most effectively with the bottom line.
Perot is accustomed to the business world, and could probably turn the
government into one large corporation, USA INC (maybe he could lay off
a few members of Congress, or supreme court justices).
Actually I'd like to wipe the whole slate clean and start all over again.
Maybe this time we could find out when politicking became more important
than leadership, compassion, intelligence and an iota of common sense. But
enough hallucinating (sorry Bill). We have too work with what we have at
the moment, and it's doubtful mat we can begin again.
I have said it before and I'll say it again, I think we're concentrating on the
wrong criteria for a presidential election. Yes, Clinton lit up ajoint, but Bush
lit up the Middle East I don't think we can use the same scale to weigh these
items. A vote for Clinton does not advocate drug use anymore than a vote for
Bush criticizes broccoli.
It should be interesting to see what happens with Clinton and his
Democratic nomination, and how Bush handles the election process while
voter support declines. And then we can watch what happens if Perot throws
his hat into the ring. Maybe interesting isn't the proper term, disappointing
might be more appropriate. Once again we are heading into the abyss known
as elections, where promises and hopes are mysteriously lost and replaced
inefficiency, and a strange case of deja vu. Perhaps Clinton
by
has some of mat grass left over from England. I think the voters could use
".
.
a hit.
;
e,

'

.

"

,

:
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involved.

Apparently there is quite a large group of students at this college who find
more difficult to deal constructively with the stress that they
increasingly
it
encounter in their daily lives. We have gone to some of the highest sources
(no pun intended) searching for a better way and have developed two major
suggestions.
'
One person responded to the question of dealing with stress by saying,
"No problem,just pull a coupla tubes and...BINGO!" In light of this person's
actions in the past this must have been some advocation of drug use
(obviously rendered in the subculture's pqjuktf slakgyAlmougtf wVare not
(at the moment) encouraging chemical abuse, at least the consumption of
drugs keeps the destruction that a person feels compelled to emit more or less
confined to himherself. Through this means, the destructive and
individual need not harm innocent passers-b- y who may have found
more acceptable methods for dealing with their daily tribulations (problems). While drug use may not be the solution to everyone's difficulties, we
certainly would prefer that our fellow students destroy their own minds
rather than our possessions.
The other suggestion that we would like to posit may strike some as being
overly reactionary and perhaps even totally alien. We feel, however, that the
following may be the best suggestion for dealing with stress. The method is
simple: it requires an individual to seek the activity of creative thought on
their own time. This may involve a variety of actions, among which may be
found the concept of significant verbal exchange, or even the consumption
and interpretation of letters and symbols formulated in such a way as to
convey a story, opinion, or situation (this is also known as reading a book).
It may seem difficult at first, but each aspect of this suggestion has the ability
to provide innumerable (many) benefits to all those who are willing to
partake of them.
In any case, we sincerely hope that everyone at Wooster who is having
difficulty with their stress is able to pursue an avenue of release that does not
involve unnecessary violence. Providing that reading or talking proves too
difficult, and drug use too expensive, we may all be forced to accept that
violence and vandalism are the highest form of communication oT which
some people are capable.
Over-stress- ed

--
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rect this situation? The answer to
this controversy lies in our ability to
adapt a truly multicultural educational curriculum in our school systems. This approach would not only
help most Americans to alleviate
their self esteem problems, but it
would also help to humble the white
student's mistaken belief that their
culture has always been, and will
continue to be, at the forefront of
civilization. By incorporating the
finest aspects of a wide variety of
cultures, a new multicultural curriculum would enable America's
diverse society to begin to respect
one another's differences. There
fore, if we are to
begin
to respect
one
record,
Considering the white's dismal attendance
we
another,
one
must speculate how committed they are to achieving a
have to first un-

JOHN MORROW
If the attendance at last week's
Fourth Annual Diversity Conference was indicative of the college
community's commitment towards
exploring a more profound and inclusive educational curriculum, then
the College of Wooster, like so many
of this country's educational institutions, has become complacent
with a system that harbors racist
inaccuracies, biases, and methods
in its classrooms.
Although the crowd, composed
largely of the college's and town's
Black population, arrived on March
27 to listen to and discuss the merits
of an Afrocentric

perspective in
education with

an Afrocentric curriculum with
those of an Eurocentric or
multicultural curriculum. The approaches towards this topic were
varied. Kunjufu suggested that
many Black students, like those
before the era of school desegrega- tion, would benefit from a strictly
Afrocentric curriculum. His logic
was simple. After citing a plethora
of data, he concluded that the majority of this country's white-femateaching force was incapable
of teaching America's Black children. In particular, they were unable to relate with young Black
males. Therefore, an afrocentric
le

educator Jawanza
more progressive curriculum in the classroom.
derstand the
Kunjufu, the at
s,
hand.
teach-ersituauon at
tendance at that event, as well as the curriculum, taught by Black
Because many of the school's stuexpectations
the
increase
would
relatively
was
following events,
and achievements of America's dents, faculty, and administration
small.
initiative and atThe most troubling aspect of this Black youth. This is in fact the failed to take the
tend the Fourth Annual Diversity
was not only the obvious lack of approach that guides America's
the possibilities for this
Black participation, but the glaring white students through the current Conference,
to occur does not
understanding
Eurocentric school system.
absence of the college's white comin the near future.
foreseeable
seem
expressed
Many of the other views
munity. Considering the complete
if racism and
"This
so
because
is
did not fully support the Kunjufu
lack of interest that the white stucon- discrimination
other forms of
dents and faculty displayed towards approach.- - One speaker in particuthey
if
and
tinue to go- unchecked;
tb' conference, t one can only as- lar j Professor ilphmeJeffereori,
j
&ggest8tf that 3 ihurticuhuraT edif are notdealt with appropriately, they
sume that they 'have. become comwill continue to handicap the intel- placent with the inaccurate, biased, cation should be implemented to
lectual, moral, and economic growth
and destructive characteristics of correct the faulty aspects of a strict ,
this country.
sugof
Eurocentric curriculum. He
the current Eurocentric educational
gested that we should strive to
system.
comachieve "a balanced and fair history
Granted, the college's white
on American and cultural life." The
munity is not known for subscribALFRED THOMPSON
ing to the tenets of overt racism, but introduction of Afrocentricity, as
This is a correction to the article
view,
are the majority of them aware of well as other points of
I submitted in the Feb. 21 issue of
the types of racism that are masked Jefferson said, "presents a correcThe Wooster Voice on my article
...
within the Eurocentric textbooks of tive."
'
the panel Discussion for Black
on
iThe approaches taken towards
their courses?
Month. A Dream Deferred.
History
How about the racism that is correcting the current school systhe.
Mvth
of Black Progress.
tem, as these two examples repremasked by the Eurocentric ''culI wrote that the
my
In
article
sents, were varied. By offering
tural baggage" that is often taken
was
panel discussion
for granted in the classroom? A Afrocentricity as an alternative, the
by the Office of Black Student
sought
blatant example of this would be the participants of the conference
Affairs, which was incorrect. This
to correct the many problems within
assumption that Columbus "discovpanel discussion was coordinated
ered' America. These were the the current system. Why then did
by Shanda CalhouQ and Dr. Susan
types of issues that were raised at the overiding majority of the camT
Also statements
the conference last weekend. The pus decide that this topic was not
which I gave
racism
on
oldnew
conference was not about "white important enough to attend? Whites
for, were
credit
Calhoun
bashing," or the superiority of are not interested in these types of Ms. from Leanita McClain and
quotes
Afrocentricity over Eurocentricity, activities because the current sysnot her own words.
whites.
but rather it was a discussion of how tem benefits
presented
Dr. Frazier-KouasThink about it. If the curriculum
best the two could be combined to
disparity
of in
the
on
information
was
of America's schools
establish a more inclusive and honcome levels of Blacks compared
est curriculum. Considering the Afrocentric, therefore supporting
to Whites, on comparable or simiwhite's dismal attendance record, the notion that everything revolved
education levels.
lar
one must speculate how committed around Africa; most importantly its
Johnson '92 spoke on
Hans
history and culture, would not the
they are to achieving a more proHarassment and
Women:
Black
white students call for a more
gressive curriculum in the classnot racism and
Representation,
Eurocentric perspective? The anroom.
written
previously
was
as
sexism
swer is yes. Whites would be as
The focus of the Diversity Conin
those
all
of
apologize
to
I
ference, "Wanted: An Education outraged as Blacks are against an
for
the
Shanda
volved, especially
exclusively Eurocentric perspective.
that Includes an Afrocentric Permisunderstanding.
corWhat then should be done to
spective," compared the merits of
-

Easyohtha
Continued from page 4
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White People Afraid of Diversity Conference

Continued from page 4
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ChargesHearings
Any member of the campus cqnuriuniry may bring charges
against a student member of the ccramuni by contacting the
Chairperson of the Judicial Board or through a member of the
Dean of Student's staff. .
A member of the Residence Hall Staff or the Dean's Staff
may bring a case of suspected violation of the Codes of Social
Responsibility or Academic Integrity to the attention of the

reserves the right to refuse a case and refer it back to the
Judicial Board Chair for adjudication. Appeals of Hearing
Officer cases are heard by the Dean of Students. Appeals of
Judicial Board or Dean's Hearing Board cases are heard by the
President of the College.
Membership of the Hearing Boards
The Judicial Board is composed of students, faculty, and
staff. The voting student members of the Board for the 1991-9- 2
academic year are Arica Allen, Nina Butler, Jennifer
Coffman, Peter Falcone, Matthew Frankel, James HarreU,
Sarah Murchison, alternate member Reginald Fernandez, and '
Judicial Board Chair , Sberrie Claybome. '
The student Hearing Counselors are Cherobia Gates, Peter
Hahn, Kim Niezgoda, Jodi Siebold, and Ed Spitzmiller. The
student Secretaries are Christina Bach and Suzanne Waltman.
'The faculty members serving on the Judicial Board and on
Dean's Hearing Boards this year are Barbara Bell, Gary
Gill und, and David Wilkin.
i-

Judicial Board Chair. Any individual who is alleged lo have
violated either of the Codes is notified of the charges being
brought against herhim in writing by the Chair.
Ia accordance with the Code, a hearing must then be held to
determine innocence or guilL An individual has the option of
having herhis case heard by the Judicial Board or by a Dean's
Hearing Board.
.
Students opting not to contest the charge(s) brought against
them, can choose the option of having the case resolved and a
sanction imposed by the Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer

Summary of Judicial System Cases: Semester 1,
Hearing Date
October 9. 1991

Hearing Type
Alleged Cod Violations
1)
Section I. Part B. "The Dean's Hearing Board
College expects that in all

Iacldent Description

Allegedly under the influence
of alcohol, the accused entered
a student! room and fontimird
to remain in the room against
the wishes of the snuVnt,

.

--

relationships with each other,
students will be guided by a
. mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity . .

r

Administrative staff members for the year are Hoyte Wilhelm,
and alternates Lisa Coleman and Adam Geary. Board mem- bers for Dean's Hearing Board cases are selected by the Dean
basis and include members of the
of S tudents on a
Dean of Students staff along with faculty members who serve
on the Judicial Board.
Students who are interested in serving on the Judicial Board
may apply through Campus Council in the spring semester.
Following an interview process, student members are apterm by Council.
pointed to the Board for a one-- or a two-yeCouncil also appoints six students as Hearing Counselors.
Hearing Counselors assist the accused and accuser with understanding the judicial process and serve as a support person for
the accused and accuser throughout the adjudication of herhis
case.
Faculty members on the Board are appointed by the Committee on Committees and staff members are appointed by the
President of the College.
case-by-ca- se

-

ar

'.

1991-9- 2

Saactlon(s)
Hearing Outcome
1) Section I. Part B: The Board The accused is to make an
rejected the accused's pleas of not appointment with a counselor lo
guilty and found him guilty.

explore his responses to crises

and

stressful

situations.

Additionally, the discussion is to
include the role that alcohol

played in those reactions
-

2) Section IV. Part 2b: The responses to such situations. The
Board rejected the accused's pleas counseling relationship is to
of not guilty and found him continue until the issues have
been examined to the satisfaction
guilty.''
of the accused and the counselor.
The accused is also on Conduct
Probation through the end of
3) Section DC Part A: The Semester II of the 1991-9- 2
Board rejected the accused's plea academic year.
of no contest and found him
guilty.

Section IV. Part 2 b.
"Behavior which is judged to be
disruptive or irresponsible while
using alcohol is considered a
violationfof the Code of Social
Responsibility
2)

-

'

Co rhirig Next Week

Residential Life
Violations Report

3) Section DC, Part A. "Because
the College places a high value
on the sanctity of the of the
individual, it will not tolerate
behavior which in any way

undermines

the emotional,

(physical or ethical integrity) of
any member of its community.
Such proscribed behavior includes
but is not limited to harassment,
intimidation ..."
4) Section XI: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
guilty.

4) Section XI. These exchanges,
however, should not be permitted
to interfere with the rights of
individuals to privacy and to use
for study and
of their rooms
sleep."

November 20. 1991

It was reported that the student
donned bedclothing and was
alleged to have shouted, "Be a
man. join the Klin." while
walking along Beall Avenue in
front of campus residences.

...

1) Section 1. Pan A: "The
College expects that integrity and
will be demonstrated
by one's own commitment to
responsible personal behavior."
self-respe-

ct

Section J, Part B: "The
College expects that in all

Judicial Board

1) Section I. Part A: The
Board rejected the accused's plea

of not guilty and found him
guilty

2

relationships with each other,
students will be guided by a
mutual concern- - for each other's
feelings, integrity and need lo live
in an environment conducive to

2)

Section I. Part B:

The

Board rejected the accused's plea

of no contest and found him
guilty.

ht

academic achievement."

3) Section VDI: "Although the
College itself has no general
regulations for quiet hours in its
residential units, consideration for
the rights and concerns of others
and common sense dictate that

individuals

refrain

from

disturbance and excessive noise
during those hours when others
are sleeping and studying."

1) The accused is to make a
personal apology which states
that he understands the serious
nature of his actions and regrets
the impact that they had on
members who reside within two
houses. The apology is to occur
within seven days of the accused's
receipt of the hearing outcome
letter. Prior to making the
apology, the accused is to meet
to
with Lenora Barnes-Wrigdiscuss the tone and content and
to confirm the date, location and
time that the apologyies) were to

3) Section VTfl: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
guilty.

The Wooster Voice
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Alleged

Incident Description

Hearing Date

Code Violations

Hearing Type

4)
Section IX. Part A:
"Individuals are expected to
respect the integrity of others.
As an educational community,
the College is committed to
responsible behavior which gives
evidence of individuals having
considered the ethical and social
consequences of actions for
oneself and for others.''
Because the College places a high
value on the sanctity of the
individual, it will not tolerate
behavior which in any way

November 20. 1991
(continued)
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Hearing Outcome

Sanction(s)

4) Section

2) The accused is to view the
video Ethnic Notions and prepare
a research paper that explores the
manner in which humor has been
historically used to dehumanize
people of African descent and
legitimize the violence which has
been directed toward them as a
group. Additionally, the paper
should include a discussion of the
way in which racially insensitive
acts continue to hinder efforts to
bridge racial and cultural

DC, Part A: The
Board rejected the accused's plea
of not guilty and found him

guilty.

differences and build community.

the emotional,
physical or ethical integrity of an
member of its community. Such

The paper is to be completed by
the last day of Semester I, 1991.
The accused is also on Conduct
Probation through the end of
Semester II of the 1991-9- 2

undermines

proscribed behavior includes but
is not limited to harassment,
intimidation, threats and the use
of physical force."

-

academic year.

5) Section

5) Section DC, Part Bl: Racial
intolerance is antithetical to the
values of an academic institution,
and the College will not tolerate

DC.

Part Bl: The

Board also rejected the accused's

plea of no contest and found
him guilty.

acts based' upon racial
bigotry. ..Such proscribed

behavior includes but is not
limited to: 1. the display or use
of symbolspictures known
through a historical context to be
racially offensive.

It was reported that the student

December 4, 1991

--

donned bedclothing and was
alleged to have said "Be a man,
join the Klan." while walking
along Bcall Avenue in.front of

' campusTesidences.

n. Section J. Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.

(refer to Judicial Board

1) Section L Part A:
November 20)

2) - Section I, Part B: (refer to

'

October 9)

--

Section. I, Part B: The
JBoaid rejected the accused's plea

of no contest and found him
--

:twa

--

.

3) Section VIII: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of no
contest and found him guilty.

(refer to

Violation

2) The accused is to
prepare and read a personal
apology to residents of two
College houses by Thursday,
- --December
The
12- ,- 1991.
apojogy is tor Jf:1'ie &ct toT
the'disturbance created as a result
of the noise from the incident;
demonstrate an understanding of
the climate on campus, e.g.,
fears, concerns, as a result of the
announcement of a Ku Klux Klan
rally occurring in a nearby town
and how his actions may have
Notification.

.2)

goilty.r!:

3) Section VHI:
November 20)

1) The accused is to be issued a

Personal - Noise
--

-

,

4) Section DC. Part A: (refer to
November 20)

4) Section DC, Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.

5) Section DC, Part Bl: (refer to
November 20)

5) Section I, Part Bl: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.

exacerbated those concerns, fears.
Prior to making a verbal apology
to the residents, the accused is to
meet with Lenora Barnes-Wrigby December 1 1, 1991, to discuss
the tone and content of the
ht

apology. Further, Ms.

December 10. 1991

The accused allegedly violated
the terms of the sanction
imposed by a previous Board.

1) Section XV. Part D2:

1) Section XV, Part D2:

The Board rejected the accused's
plea of no contest and found
him guilty.

"If a sanction is violated the
individual shall be subject to a rehearing by the same judicial body
which heard the case.

Barnes-Wrig-

ht

needs to approve the final
written copy of the apology prior
to it being read.
The accused is on Conduct
Probation through Semester II of

the 1991-9- 2 academic year. 2)
The accused is to perform 15
hours of community service with
The
the Custodial Depart-men- t.
hours are to be completed by

21592.

December 11. 1991

The accused allegedly was

involved in vandalizing college
property in a residence hall.
The accused was allegedly
intoxicated and allegedly
refused to give the Security
Officer identification upon
request. The accused was also
allegedly shouted an obscenity
while gesturing towrd the
Officer.

Judicial Board

1) Section I. Part A:

The College expects that
integrity and

self-respe- ct

will be

demonstrated by one's own
commitment to responsible
personal behavior and by

1) Section I, Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of guilty.

'

alcohol may have played a role in
his responses and behaviors. The
appointment is to occur before
February 29, 1992. If the staff

willingness to offer assistance to
others whose behavior appears
harmful to themselves or to the

community.

member recommends further
assessment or participation in the
Chemical Awareness Program,

Consequently,

students are expected not to abuse
their minds or bodies by use of
harmful or illegal drugs including
the excessive or untimely use of
alcoholic beverages.

2) Section I, Part B:
October 9)

(refer to

1) The accused is to schedule an
appointment meet wjth a staff
member at Wayne County
Alcoholism Services to discuss
the nature of the incident and how

2) Section I, Part B: The
Board rejected the accused's plea
of not guilty and found him

guilty.

the Board is including the referral
as a part of the sanction.

THE Wooster Voice
Incident Description

Hearing Date
December 11. 1991
(continued)

Alleged

Code Violations

Hearing Ontcome

Hearing Type

3) Section J. Part C:
The College alio expects that
students wOl regard the property
of the College as an asset in
which they have a vested interest
and that any difference of opinion
among various elements of the
community will be dealt with
through recognized channels and
not become a matter of threat or
actual abuse of College property
or in any other way interfere with
its normal functioning."

3) Section L Part C: The

4) Section IV. Part Al:
"The Ohio State Law - The
statutes prohibit consumption of
alcoholic beverages by persons
under 21 years of age. Students
are expected to know the Ohio

4) Section IV. Part Al: The

laws

State

Board accepted the accused's

plea of not guilty.

April 3,1992
Sanction(s)
2) The accused is to send a letter

of apology to the Campus

Security Officer involved in the
incident. Prior to sending the
letter, the accused is to meet with
Dwayne Davis to discuss the
content of the letter and to
approve the final copy. The letter
should be received by the Officer
by January 31. 1992.
.

Board accepted the accused's

plea of guilty.

regarding

consumption of alcohol."
5) Section IV. Part 2a:
The Board accepted the
accused's plea of guilty.

3) Section IV. Part 2a:
Individual Consumption -students choosing to consume
alcoholic beverages responsibly
and wiQ be held accountable for
irresponsible

r

4

December 12.1991

1

i

6) Section IV. Part 2b:
individual Consumption - Behavior judged to be
disruptive or irresponsible while
using alcohol is considered a
violation of the Code of Social
Responsibility."

6) Section IV, Part2b:
The Board accepted the
accused's plea of guilty.

7) Section DC. Part A: (refer to
November 20)

7) Section

"Assaults of a psychological
nature such aslanguage that is
deemed to be verbally abusive.
The accused allegedly bt a type
of firework which caused a fire
to occur in a residence hall
room. As a result of the fire,

substantial damage to the

plea,o not guilty.
-

1) Section I. Part A: "The Dean's Hearing Board
College expects that integrity and
will be demonstrated
by one's own commitment to
responsible personal behavior."
self-respe- ct

residents' belongings and to the
room occurred.

DC. Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's

2)

Section I. Part B:

The

College expects that in all
relationships with each other,
students will be guided by a
mutual concern for each lo other's
feelings, integrity and need to five
in an environment conducive to

Sectioned

Part

Ci The' '

1) Section L Part A: The
Board rejected the accuseds plea
of no earnest and found him
guilty.

2) Section L Part B: The
Board rejected the accused's plea
of no contest and fcxmd him

guilty.

academic achievement."

3) Section L. Part C: The
College also expects that students
will regard the utuperty of the
College as an asset in which they
have a vested interest and that any
differences of opinion among

various

elements

3) Section L Part C: The
Board accepted the accused's

plea

of not guilty.

prohibited. The term fireworks
means any combustible or
explosive composition or any
substance or combination of
substances or articles prepared for
the purpose of producing a visible
or an audible effect by

combustion.

explosion,

deflagration or detonation."

The accused is to make full
restitution to; the College for
clean-u- p
and repainting of the area
where the fire occurred, and to the
victimvictims for the belongings
damaged in the fire. This is to
occur by the end of Semester II of
academic
the current 1991-9- 2
year. The cost of damages lo the
victimvictims is to be based on
the final dollar amount provided
by the victim'svictims' insurance
agent.
2) The accused will be on
Recorded Disciplinary Probation
for Semester II of the 1991-9- 2
academic year.

3) The Board decided that the
accused should not be able lo live
in bis current residence during
Semester II of the 1991-9- 2
academic year.

of the

4) The accused is to participate
in a substantive discussion about
fire safety with the College's
Security Officer in charge of the

community will be dealt with
through iwognirwl channels and
not become a matter of threat or
actual abuse of College piuperty
or is any other way interfere with
is normal functioning."

4) Section V A: "Possession and
use of fireworks on campus is

V

Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.

fire safety program.
4) Section V. 4: The Board
accepted me accused's plea of
guilty.

The

discussion is to be completed by
January 31. 1991.
Appeal: The accused appealed
having to move out of his current
residence on the basis of the
severity of the sanction. Upon
review, the President decided mat
the accused may remain in his
residence, but all other sanctions
remained as established by the
Board.
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Over Yet
Independent Study Orals: It's Notsuggested
anti

his orals were still not easy. In
the end, though, he was pleased
JUDY NICHOLS
with his performance.
Voice Staff Writer
Rich Laird '92 scheduled his
With sounds of the I.S. parade
project a little differently
I.S.
still ringing in everyone's ears,
and with seniors faces radiating than others. An economics marelief and excitement, it's easy jor and women studies minor.
to forget that seniors still have a Laird began his I.S., entitled
major hurdle to clean I.S. orals. "Equal Pay for Equal Work Between Men and Women," last
Although orals differ from department to department and from summer. He completed it and
I.S. to I.S., the experiences of had bis orals last semester.
Laird's orals also lasted about
two seniors who have already
completed orals give an idea of 45 minutes with questioning by
his adviser and second reader.
what to expect.
He was impressed by the profeshistory
an
David Jones '92, art
manner in which they
sional
on
Tuesday.
major, had his orals
questions that were
him
asked
and
For 45 minutes, his adviser
challenging
but not out of the
him
second reader questioned
ordinary.
about his I.S., which was an
Jones and Laird had to defend
analysis of how surface constitutes power in three different and explain clearly such issues
as their choice of topic, their
sculptures.
To help him prepare for his methodology, sources of data
and conclusions. Although the
orals, his adviser gave him a critique sheet of questions about advisers did try to make the stuhis I.S 24 hours beforehand. dents relax, both students nevertheless felt somewhat nervous
Jones, then, had a chance to formulate responses before his orals and on edge.
Particularly stressful for Laird
took place.
Even with some idea of what was simply anticipating his orals
to expect, Jones reported that on the day they were scheduled.

several
Friends
only
sure
cure was
dotes, but the
to get the orals behind him.
Jones was slightly distracted
from worrying about his orals
beforehand because of a Wooster
Chorus recording session. He
went to Scheide Music Center
for the rehearsal in a suit and tie,
ready to leave early to make his
orals on time.
Do the orals veterans have any
advice or thoughts for those who
still have to face orals? Laird
suggested not to look over the
actual I.S. paper or project immediately before orals. Students
will probably only find things
they would like to change, which
will only increase their anxiety.
Jones commented, "You spend
w
a year on I.S., so you should
J
know the material. But be prepared - they aren't easy!"
With orals and I.S. safely behind him. Laird remarked, "It's
a good experience. You. get to
show your stuff! I feel like I
accomplished a lot."
Hopefully all seniors will be
as positive about I.S. once they Not all I.S. projects are finished as seniors take oral exams.
have surmounted their orals.
Photo by News Services

Diverse Perspectives on Study Abroad Program: It Goes Both Ways
These numbers are consistent with
Wooster's presence in a prestigious
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
When the phrase "study abroad" group of liberal arts colleges noted
appears in college catalogues, it may for their contributions to internaconjure up images of a semester-lon- g tional affairs. According to a report
European vacation in which released this month, one of the disstudents get a chance to see the tinguishing characteristics of these
world while earning some academic International 50 institutions is that
they produce graduates who are
credit at the same time.
three times more likely to have studin
Studying off campus, whether
a foreign country or in a major ied abroad in their undergraduate
American city, involves far more years of college than are their peers
than seeing the sights. In fact, it's nationally.
"Students who come to Wooster
not so much a question of where the
are looking for a liberal arts educa-tio- n
students go that's important nowaand a diverse experience," says
days - it's what they do while they're
"They understand that
experiTaipale.
there. And, based on the
campus can be an intestustudying
off
ences of College of Wooster
dents, they're doingmore and more. gral part of that program, not only
because it fits in with their particuThrough a variety of
studyopportunities and internships, lar interests, but because of the lesWooster students have access to sons they learn simply by getting
more than 65 endorsed programs in along in another culture. The most
the United States and more than 20 common thing I hear from students
other nations. This semester, out of after returning from abroad is, 'I
an 1800-- ember student body, 80 now know that I can face a real
challenge."
Wooster students are studying overNicholas Schalk (previously feaseas and 90 are studying off cam'
pus. The average number of stu- - tured in the Voice), a junior majordents opting to study off campus ing in Spanish at Wooster, is a case
during a semester has been steadily in point. He spent the past semester
increasing for the past several years, in Santafe de Bogota, Colombia,
taking classes at two universities
according to Carolee Taipale, director of the College's International and working 28 hours each week in
an internship with a chemical com
Programs Office.
off-camp-

m

us

pany. As if that weren't enough, he
taught an informal English class to
after office
some of his
hours.
"I learned the Spanish language
well," said Schalk. "I wasn't cenfk
dent about my Spanish when I left- now I am. I have learned to excel in
Spanish."
According to R. Stanton Hales,
Wooster's Vice President for Academic Affairs, a person's academic
experience should include more than
the culture and history of his or her
home country if the individual's
goal is to be well educated.
"An aim of any study abroad program should be to create in students
a deeper level of understanding of
the people, culture, and
living experiences in another country than they can achieve at home."
said Hales. To be an effective
participant in another nation, a person has to be able to do more than
just speak the language. An individual has to be comfortable in another culture in order to contribute
to that society."
Diana Cushman, a junior from
Chattanooga, Tennessee majoring
in history, confirms Hales assertions. She has just returned from
Volgograd, Russia, where she studied the Russian language at the
co-work-ers

day-to-d-

ay

--

Volgograd State Pedagogical Institute and conducted independent re
search (for her Junior I.S.) on the
past, present, and future of the Russian Orthodox Church.
"I really liked being totally sub- merged in Russian Culture, she
"My whole perspective
. said.
changed after being in Volgograd.
The people are so spirited and so
giving and so strong. Their character is amazing - it's a strong, strong
character. They have come through
a lot of bad history and survived."
Even when students choose to go
to Western European countries
which have been traditional study
locales for Americans for generations, they may now elect innovative learning experiences. For example, Wendy Walland '92 did an
internship as an assistant curator at
the Dickens House Museum in London, England.
An English major who plans to
teach high school English, Walland
wanted to research about Dickens
for her senior I.S. project.
There is, of course, a flip side to
study abroad. Equally important in
Taipale's view is the College's
strong commitment to providing
students who come to Wooster from
other nations with a variety of
learning experiences .in the
off-camp- us

United States, so that they may gain
a better understanding of this country and its people.
Arvinder S ingh,from Calcutta, India, graduated from Wooster in
1 99 1 , exemplifies this aspect of the
program. As a senior, Singh participated in the Philadelphia Urban
Term.
He had an internship doing financial analysis fro Conrail, and the
business contacts he made led to
employment with Prudential Securities in Philadelphia.
"For international students, this
type of placement is a very important opportunity, because it allows
one to work, study, and travel away
from one's home educational insti- tution. As an Indian citizen, the ?
Philadelphia program made it possible for me to experience U.S. culture and business in the context of a .
big city."
Hales thinks it is important that
every Wooster student has the op- - i
tion of study in a foreign country.
"I believe the possibility of study
abroad always should be consid- ered. Study abroad should be a
natural consequence of a student's
work in any academic field. Students should have this in their consciousness when they plan their
college careers."
.
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Milt Hinton Continues to Further the Cause of Jazz Music
career as a prominent jazz musician.

music and their talent only by reading

rrVt.

April 3: 10-- 7 pjn.
Vendor Sale in Lowry Lounge. 5-(7p-Happy
S pjn. Video: Moonstruck 5.50 How-Undergrou-

-

.

.

nd.

m.

jUrxkTground(Anacclairnedrornan- uc comedy about the lives and loves
of an extended
FFamily in Brooklyn.) Cher won the
Academy Award as Best Actress
for this Elm! 10pjn.-2ajn.7Beack Party 5.75 - The Under- grouM Sponsored by Ecu Kappa
IPta - DJ. Erik Haakonsen.
StudentLead- lershxp Conference, All students
forms at Lowry
Front Desk.

As a jazz historian, Hinton is an.
official interviewer ofother jazz greats
for the Smithsonian Instrmte's Oral
History Archives. His long career in
the jazz world has enabled him to take

0s

nxre than 30,000 mterviews and pho--.
tos of jazz artists.
Bom in 1910in Vicisburgjflssis-- :

'.'

zs3jjAsdA:

sippL Hinton grew op in Chicago
where the jazz scene there was making a great impression on young up
and corning musicians. His earliest
memory of being influenced by the
great new music came from a paper
route he had when he was 12 years
old.
"When I was a kid, I was delivering
newspapers along 35th Street, right
around places like the Sunset Cafe,
and every morning I'd see these musicians with their fancy tuxedos and
things' L'.juk when they were finishing'
their last setsandlt'seem'ed like' the

on

12-5pjn.Travel-

Trip:

Ckvelaad Art MaseomTower
CHy Sign up begins Monday.March
-- LowryDesk.SAB-TravelRec-j-eauon

Comrninee 14 Seats-avai- l
Deposit. 730
able. S2Refurxlar
A. 10 pan. Movie: Raiders of the
Lost Ark - Mateer, SI. Won five'
Academy Awards! FreeGlow-in- Snakes! (First come- - first
1
serve!) 0 2 ajn. Dene House AO- Campus Party. $25-- The College
the-da- rk
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(Effective account of I970s Enwelfare
gland where
state manipulates masses through
such media as pop singers.)
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Milt Hixton will perform tonight at 8:15 pm. in McGaw

Un- -

derground - Videos, $.50 At 8 pjn.
Dangerous Liaisons (An unscrupulous wornanmanipulaies the lives
of those arourxl her, just for amuse
ment, with the help of a
count) Starring Glenn Close, John
Malkovkh & Michelle Pfeiffer!)
At 10 pjn. The Serpent & the
Rainbow (A Harvard anthropolo
gist uncovers a deadly powder with
the power to transform human beings into zombies.)
ed

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Considered one of the finest bassists to come out of the Swing Era of
jazz in the 1930's, Milt Hinton will
highlight the performance of the College of Wooster Jazz Ensemble tonight beginning at 8:15 pjn. in McGaw ChapeL
' Since the origins of jazz music in
the early 20's in the streets of New
Orleans and the clubs of Chicago and
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Sl Louis, a proliferation of artists can
be lisied as contributing greatly to the
prominence of the musk form. Names
like Louis Armstrong, Earl Hines,
Count Basic, Duke Ellington, Benny

Goodman, Lester Young, Charlie
Parker. Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie,
and Thekmious Monk forever grace
the music of the present day artists
they have influenced.
In our generation, however, we can
understand the person behind the
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nxxher,apbnist,Hmtonbeganstudy-- .
ing violin at age 13. "My mother
wanted me to be a classical violin
player," says" Hinton.
.
"Benny Goodman and I both took
lessons at Jane Addams Hull House.'
(Goodman would go on to become a
prominant clarinetist and big band
leader earning the title the "King of
Swing"). Next came the tuba, then the
cello and finally he found his calling
with the stand up bass.
T told myself I had to drop the
violin and make some money so I
became a bass player."
Virtually teaching himself, he won
high school ora spot in an y
chestra which began his long time
all-cit-

I
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"v.
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znir- -

evening with drummer Zutty Singleton. Big band leader Cab Calloway
came into the club and liked what he
saw in the style of playing of the
young bassist.'.;
Without amem'snotice, Hinton
wiin CalkSwawherc he'
made his reputation as a bassist with
an impressive and original solo style.
In fact his remarkably precise and
firm maintenance of tempo earned
him the nickname of "The Judge."
After playing with Cab Calloway
for 15 years, Hinton became involved
in various aspects of radio, television,
movies and recordings. He has re- corded on nearly every major record
label and has performed with a number of artists including fellow jazz
greats Louis Armstrong, Artie Shaw,

vseft'otf

Duke Ellington, Count Basie and
Benny Goodman.
Other artists include Sarah Vaughn,
Ella Fitzgerald, Mahal ia Jackson.
Quincy Jones. Frank Sinatra, Bing

' Continued on page 11
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Armstrong and clarinetist Barney
Bigard. New York musicians such as
Duke Ellington, Fletcher Henderson
and Cab Calloway also frequai ted the
Chicago area.
The impression these musicians
Amade upon Hinton at such an early
age still holds fond memories for the
' bassist who remembers that "Louis
Armstrong was the center of attention wherever he was." It is through
such memories that make Hinton's
role as a jazz historian invaluable.
His big break came when he played
the Three Deuces club in Chicagoone

ti&VJWG&W

7
.

Roll Morton, trumpeter Louis

With encouragement from his

EandaT.AprilS: 7:30 pjn. Clas
sic Film: Privilege - Mateer, Free

of the popularity of the

Chicago scene, musicians from New
Orleans were coming up to see what
was going on and to contribute their
part to the bourgeois jazz culture. It
was here that Hinton saw many of the
great players of the early jazz era;
Bandleaders King Oliver and Jelly

cial event.

Italian-Americ- an

invited-registrati-

Because

about them and listen to the great
music they made. Only a handful of
musicians from that great era exist to
educate us about these musical innovators.' That is what makes Milt
Hinton's visit lo Wooster such a spe-
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of Band Tour '92
Wooster Chorus' East Coast Tour Tales
Scot Band Rocks East Coast
"

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Lincoln Center NYC

-

SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
Spring break '92 was, for some of
us, not necessarily a "break". We
don't know if you could call eight
concerts in nine days relaxing, but it
was certainly an adventure.
The Wooster Scot Symphonic
Band traveled to the East Coast the
first week of break to spread the
"Gospel of Wooster" to enthusiastic
audiences. The band performed concerns iiyDhio, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
Delaware, where we were rewarded
every night ith standing ovations.
While setting up and breaking down
for ; concerts, every night was definitely hard work, there was a lot of
time for fun.
Free timein Washington D.C was
spent at the Smithsonian, various
memorials, the Hard Rock Cafe and
shopping. In Charlottesville, Vir--

fv

0
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frto WbosrE Chorus poses fox a photo during their "Spring Tour"
DENTON JONAH &

JACQUELINE SONAR
Special to the Voice
If there is an afterlife, I will come
'
back as the Carpet Totuj
John Russell Rochester, Mew
York, Spring 1992
What do you get when you put
together 65 student musicians, an
unpredictable music director, his
wife, a bus driver, a harpsichord, and
assorted string instruments? Agosh-darlot of fun, that's what!!

n

After leaving Ohio on March 7th,
the Wooster Chorus proceeded to
Pittsburgh where we began our
whirlwind tour of the Atlantic
seacoast It was in this venue that
our collective musical juices began
to stir. Although the concert was a
success, we instinctively knew that
11-d-

ay

our group was headed for higher
plateaus.
,
After knockmg them dead in Philadelphia and Harrisburg, our concert
in Moms town became a teaser for
our upcoming night m the Big
Apple." We're usually a pretty fear
less lot, but the size of the city was
daunting to even the most seasoned
tour traveler. However, we went
into Lincoln Center and pulled off
what would be one of the most climatic performances of our musical
careers.
After an evening like that, one
would expect a group of wild and
crazy college kids like us to be physically and emotionally spent. But our
blood was humming with the stir of
the city, as we geared up for a madcap day of exploration in the city that

never sleeps.
It would have been easy to sit back
of our
and bask in the after-gloperformance in AliceTullyHaQ. But
we fpugrHtheternpiarionby banding
w

v
6 kv
lbsvUM V"
equally satisfying second half of tour.
The finale of this experience which
we fondly call "Spring Tour" was
what many of us consider to be our

best performance. Although there
were a few distractions, namely the
profuse outpouring about carpeting
from our fine director, it seemed as
though we finally pulled together
and gave a performance that we will
all remember fondly.
In the end we could truly say, we
went in dreaming the impossible, we
came out clinging to the knowledge
that we had fulfilled those dreams.

Hinton to Play With Jazz Band
Continued from pagelO

Crosby. Paul McCartney. Barbra
Streisand, and a great many more.
His prominence as a jazz performer
all over the world has prompted performances in France, Mexico, Japan,
Russia and various locations in the
United States including the first and
last Newport' Jazz Festivals in Newport, Rhode Island and his hometown
of Chicago.
Today Hinton continues to perform a variety of music throughout
the spectrum including classical, pop,
jazz and contemporary. His original
solo style still puts him in a league all
his own. A performance at the White
House prompted then President Ro

ginia,-th-

Rhoto by Chris Baot

nald Reagan to remark of Hin ton's
playing, "makes the bass sound like a
horn."
AsainteiviewerfortheSmithsonian
Institute and a member of the Duke
Ellington Fellowship at Yale University and the Jazz Panel of the National
Foundation of the Arts, he also continues to educate others in lectures
and personal photographic accounts
at a number of schools across the
country to further die cause of jazz

including "jack the Bear" and "The
Judge's Decision." a piece written for
Hinton.
' The Jazz Ensemble will also perform the Ohio premiere of Duke
Ellington's "Queen's Suite."

musk.
"Yes, I could retire. I guess I keep
going because I have every reason to
look at my life and be grateful."
Hinton will play with the Jazz Ensemble on a number of arrangements

piece discovered and released publicly in 1976 by Ellington's son Mercer.
Admission is free for the concert
and all are welcome to see one of the
true jazz greats,.

Written exclusively for Queen
Elizabeth II in 1959 by Ellington, the
piece of five movements was solely:
recorded for Her Majesty and then

hidden away. Not until after
Ellington's death in 1974 was the

--

e

entire band visited

Monticeilo; the home of Thomas
Jefferson. We also spent a great day
at the Aquarium arid shopping in
Baltimore ("Why spend money to
look at fish when I can shop?") and
another day in Philadelphia getting
Cultured ...an3 of course, shopping.
"
Band tour is a common time for

j

'

couples to hook up, due to the great
amounts of time spent together. This
tdur was no exception, as we had a
peak six 'tour romances' this year.
Each night we, stayed with host
families, some good,-somstrange,
but all very interesting. Of course
they were all curious to learn everything about the band members they
hosted. Here are a few quickan-- ;
swers to questions we were asked
every night, "... an hour south of
Cleveland... 1800 students... my
major is... no, I don't know what I'm
going to do with itscrambled eggs
.

e

would be great... no really, I like

lasa-gna- !"

By the way, if you see' David
Arthur, don't mention "dachshund".
The bus rides were a bonding experience for the whole band. We had
time to watch movies, play cards,
complain about the smell of the bath-

room, and talk to our awesome bus
drivers, Jim and Les. The highlight
of each day came at the end of the
ride when wc checked the tire to see
who had won Bus Lottery.
Even though this trip was not filled
with sand, sun, and beaches, a great
rime was had by all. Stay tuned for
Tales of Band Tour '93!

RECORD REVIEW:

Prince and the New Power Generation-Diamond- s
and Pearls
something more difficult
The first track of the album is
called Thunder, A drum machine
flawlessly gets the "hype" going that
Prince and his cohorts refer to so
Amen.
In the past, I entertained a rather often. Does Thunder have some launpopular viewpoint that the cover tent sexual meaning? Does anything
of an album was a harbinger as to the that Prince utters have an ulterior
record's content. The idea was laden suggestion? Does Prince actually go
with folly; Prince's Diamonds and home and start a fire that his kittens
Pearls is a case in point. The cover and he can drink warm milk in front
of this album is entrancing with it's of?
Like Thunder, DaddyPop can also
hologram image of Prince being enbeseen as sexually suggestive. '
be
young
not
lovelies
by
veloped
Diamond and Pearls is more
cause of the chauvinistic portrait of
than the first two. If you
women, but merely because it is a
like George Michael or Mariah
hologram, and the pearls in the background of the hologram frame it welL Carey.you win like this track. Prince
So, it seems from the cover to be a here does refer to love, and not sex,
thumbs up. The album, howeyerfis' explicitly.:. The music itself also
" seems more transitionaUy appealing
'
f.
a different case.
V'
Prince has a long list of musical than the banter on Thunder.
Wimacrwntsthatgoes:"Crean
contributions, dating from Purple '
and tt will
Rain to the present creation, all of a Get on top : Cream
'
obvious
an
to
Through
Cream
alludes
cop,"
certain invaluable merit
guitar
occasional
theme.
The
an exploration of his history, one banal
into
the
reverberations are fitted
might gather that Prince is more concerned with setting social status than framework of the song subtlyand
the music is appealing as the lyrics
designing his own musical presence.
But instead of reviewing his record illustrate the conflict theory well.
V . Continued on page.?
of perversion, let us continue with .
ASHLEY VAUGHT
Dear Lord, let prejudice not conflict with my review of this
depressing...er, interesting album.

en-chant-
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seems consistanUy attracted to. How-

--

ever, it does not make a significant
contribution to the album.
Insatiable, what Prince aspires to
be, fa a slowl and sonorous song. No
sampling'" or sharp rap beats are
present here. Just a synthesizer.
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Luso House Benefit
Variety to Be Held
Sunday Night

which creates the ambience to support the spirit of the song.
Finally, Live 4 Love fa the enigma.
The opening presents this scene of a
pilot and the desperation he is going
through before ditching his plane, or
something to that effect.
The pilot reflects upon bis situation, and he makes some sort of
resolution. The lyrics befuddle because they are not of the mundane
genre that Prince's usually come
from, but this song should probably
not be considered too seriously. The
music does not illustrate the feelings
in the lyrics, and I somehow think
Wartime would have done a better
version.
What I see with Diamonds and
Pearls fa that Prince somehow attempted to sell his album through
mimicking much of the rap that fa
prevalent in the musk realm today.
A good portion is still devoted to the
kind of music regularly associated
with Prince, but there fa this rap
"hype" bunk that fa more of a mar--,
keting technique than a style. Rap
has its own presence and I think
'
Prince fa just assuming this guise for
record sales, or a crutch in the falluf
aeVe'process. Beyond
; of hfaown
that the album fa okay, and even
- likable, after the first several hun
dred listenings.

Opening side 2, Walk Don't Walk
seems to be about individuality,
which is humorous considering
Prince's bent for sexual lyrics. But
the music fa good, with the drums
not ruining, but merely softly sustaining the song, and the sample of a
carhom which plays with those of us
less penetrating. More effective than
on the other tracks fa the phrase "sha
na naah" utilized as an instrument.
Prince also orchestrates a good balance of voices to create an interesting sound.
Ju VaJfareniinfacentof that60's
favorite "Do the Freddy." It fa simply a dance song with a mimicking
rap sound that evidently appeals to
Prince who uses the style liberally
across the album. For a change, the
lyrics are not dripping with sexual
innuendo. As is the case with Money
Don't Matter 2 Night in which the
lyrics are fit to music, being that they
are about love, a subject that one
might consider Prince naive about.
Push fa reminiscent of Jughead
with a rap type of jam that Prince

Continued from page 11

or not. this song is something.'
is a mild tune in compariThe song is
predecessor.
its
son to
actually about the human condition,
and basically goes along with the
premise of that' old favorite by
Jermaine Stewart. We Don't Have To
Take Our Cloihes Off. The music fa
ripe with affinity for the lyrics. Overall, a very pleasant sounding piece.
laWilling and Able, the ability of
Prince to orchestrate a very eclectic
sound is indicative in this track.
Closing side 1 is another testament to the questionable art of
Prince's new production. This song
is called Cea Offani has the Prince
trademark percussion that is loud
and prevalent, a flute which is instrumental in the sound of the latter
portions, and the sound effects which
appear to be a sampling. The lyrics
include such Princely gems as, "23
positions in a one night stand," and
"you better be happy that dress is
still on."
This brings us back to the subject
of an. Why must one consume all of
this for the sake of art? Does Prince
here think that his portrayal of sex in
this case fa refreshingly new, or does
he not realize that wc could receive
the same poetic picture from an ado
lescent boy?

Albem

off am

PZii Btut Mfmb,

JEREMIAH JENNE
Voice Staff Writer
Luso House will bold its
annual benefit show this S un-dnight at McGaw Chapel.
Showtime begins at 7:30 and
Becky Cummings ' '93 will
do the honors as emcee. A
wide variety of acts including several campus bands,
Greg Home, and members of
Don't Throw Shoes will perform on behalf of the Hale
House Center and the People
to People Ministries.
Hale House is a
ay

not-for-pro- fit

childcare agency

founded in 1969 as a home
for young children born to
drug addicted mothers. Since
its beginning, more than 800
children have been cared for
by the agency. In recent years
Hale House, has established
Mhe first full lime residential
home in" the country for .the'
care of infants infected with
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the AIDS virus.- The house is run by 85 year
old Clara M. Hale, also known
as "Mother Hale" and her
daughter. Dr. Lorraine Hale.
Mother Hale has personally
cared for hundreds of infants
in the earliest stages of development, some even suffering
from heroin withdrawal.
People to People, located
in downtown Wooster, is an
agency which provides food
and clothing to needy families in the area. They operate,
an emergency food pantry and
act as advocates with utility
problems and housing needs.
People to People also runs
clothing drives and provides
food and toys to families in
need during the Thanksgiving
and Christmas holidays,
Adnjission is, free, but
.i
i
cannecf food, clothing, and donations will be accepted at the
front door.
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MKN'S LACROSSE

St. Bonaventure Dispensed, Ohio State Challenged
ef

The men's lacrosse team's fortune
seems to change as much as the current Ohio weather. One minute they
reflect the optimism of a warm sunny
day, the next the dreariness of a cold,
wet, winter night.
On Saturday, before an enthusiastic home crowd and the sun, they
easily dispensed of Sl Bonaventure,
while at Ohio State, they came
and initially struggled with the
flat
out
cold and sleet, recording a 0 defeat.
At Papp Stadium, the Scots over
came a 2 halftime deficit to defeat
Sl Bonaventure, but in the. process,
lost starting goalie, Rob Vosburgh
93, for 4 weeks with a knee injury,
8-- 5,

14-1-

3--

3--

and leading assist man, David
Brewster '93 (sore neck), for the Ohio
State match.
"One of their players fell into the
crease and slammed my knee side
ways,' said Vosburgh. Brewster, in a
dig for agroundball, was hiton the top
of his head hard, putting painful pressure on his neck.
weekend, though, as the Scots face
Franklin & Marshall on
d
Saturday , and S wathrnore on S unday.
Both games will be played in Philadelphia.
At Columbus, the Scots were faced
with a tough Ohio State team that had
just taken national lacrosse powerhouse University of Maryland-BaltimoCounty to triple overtime, losing by one.
match,
In the Buckeye-Woostget
couldn't
early,
and
"Wegot down
"We
Clark.
out," said head coach Tim
got off the bus and it was three-zip- ,''
added assistant coach, Jaques Monte.
In fact, the Scots were unable to'
ninth-ranke-

re

er

penetrate the Buckeye's zone until
three minutes into the match. "We all
came out flat, admitted goalkeeper
Stewart Martz '95.
the Scots
After falling behind
became more in sync. Seven minutes
into the second quarter, Whitney Nunn
'93, showed determined husde as he
crashed into the scorer's table to save
a ball headed out of bounds. Marcus
Pillion "94 picked up the loose ball,
cradled it into the Ohio State zone,
and fired it past the Russell SaFk 94,
the Buckeye goalie.
Although the play was belatedly
whistled offsides, it seemed to spur
the Scots as they scored three unanswered goals to bring the deficit to
within two, 6-But OSU answered when they
scored with three minutes remaining
in the half, luckily, off of a tipped
pass.
The second half saw the Scots
struggle to equal the score, but they
ended up trading goals with the Buckeyes, resulting in the 1410 decision.
One of the problems the Scots
experienced was the artificial turf Sur- ,
seeing
fateat XlumbusrThe-Scots6-- 1,

4.

shots, attempted to
provide him with as many as they
could. Unfortunately, the carpet was
unforgiving as the. Scots saw many
opportunities bounce over an empty
space in the OSU cage.
Clark was pleased with the Scots'
performance, however, saying, "This
game was the best we've played all
year." Brian Salazar.OSUhead coach,
high-bounci-

ng

agreed, commenting, "Wooster
looked very good. They worked their
butts off."
The Scots proved to be the more
disciplined squad as they committed
only two penalties to OSUs five.

Unfortunately, the Scots were unable
to take advantage of the power play,
as they scored on only one of the
opportunities. :
as
Ohio State was
Clark's game plan was executed well.
Looking to contain noted OSU midi.
Dean Curtis '93, the Scots held him to
one goal. In addition, the Scots were
able to neutralize the influence of
out-coach-

OSU

Scots saw Pillion fulfill the
need for a Scot midi to take the ball
from the top point and drive towards
the cage another facet of Clark's
gameplan scoring twice while setting up another.
Andrew Windsor 94, who always
seems to make his presence known
somehow, again did not disappoint in
either game. In the Sl Bonaventure
game he was penalized for an illegal
stick the strings that hold the net to
the post were determined to exceed
an
the three inch maximum
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of the the stick.
He obviously corrected the infrac- -
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Marcus Pilijon '94 wards off a St. Bonaventure defendek in the
Photo by Josh Faoans
Scots' 5 victory last Saturday.
8--

--

tion as he led all Scot scorers with four
goals and two assists against OSU.
Richard Fields 95, also asserted
himself. As Brewster's replacement,
he scored three goals to keep the Scots
competitive.
The defense, led by Brian Cook

3,JayBowIing93,andAtexTurchi
'94, overcame their initial flatness,
and played a consistent game, holding the potent OSU offense to six

second half scores.
Martz, likewise, overcame some
early butterflies, to turn in a solid
performance in his first start in goal.
Clark, although disappointed with
the defeat, sees the game as one that
will prepare them for this weekend.
"If we execute like we did and get a
couple ofbreaks, there's no reason we
can't win both games. I expect two
victories, Clark said.

JtfyouVe ever entertained
the thought of working on
the Voice staff, see the ad on
page 15 of this week's paper.
Black Women's Recognition Day.

Scholarships, Grants and
Financial Aid

Sponsored by the Black Women's Organization

Free Information

Babcock Lounge
"Mother, Sister, Lover, Friend.
Black Women Uplifting Their Children and Men.

1-800-USA-1221

DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE.
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goals three assists, respectively.
"Brian and Jerry had greatdays,said

346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster, Ohio
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"
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candidate,

Ail-Americ- an

goal-scori-
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defenseman Doug Meyers '93, in the
OSU zone.
Unfortunately, in so doing, Clark
of the
had to trade the
Scots leading tallyer, Tom Bennett
'93, who was held to only two assists,
as Bennett buried Meyers in the crease
area. Although this kept Meyers from
irritating other Scots, it also restricted
Bennett's movementand his ability to
get open. '
The role players of both teams
were instrumental in the game. For
OSU, Brian Williams and Jerry Nigra
'94, led the Buckeye scoring with
three goals, three assists and two

TRAVEL WITH

216-264-65-

ed
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MARC O. SMITH
Editor-in-Chi-

ext. 2033

Saturday, April 11 7 p.m.
Dinner Theatre
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JASON GINDELE
Voice Spom Editor
When asked how the day was g.
Pal Logue '95, who was finishing up his twelfth hole of the Wooster
Open on Saturday, responded, "Nice
weather we're having, huh?"
Indeed, the weather was nice, but
unfortunately for the Scots their golf
games were not.
Wooster finished a somewhat disappointing fourth with a score of
Ohio
33 1,11 shots behind first-plaWesleyan.
Walsh took second with a score of
327. followed by Denison 1 in third
with 329. Muskingum, Mount
Union, Case Western Reserve 2.
Denison 2 Heidelberg, and Case
Western Reserve 1 rounded out the
field, which boasted 65 golfers.
Scott Miksch 92 led Wooster and
the rest of the field with an impressive score of 74 over 18 holes, two
over par. The next Scot in the individual standings was Randy Pitts
93, who's score of 84 put him in a
tie for fifteenth place. Following
Pins was Dave Mouice 92 in twenty-thir- d
place with an 86 and Don
place
Miksca '94 in twenty-sixt- h
with an 87.
The fourth place finish came as an
unpleasant suprise to the Scots, who
bad hoped to win the Open, played
on the L.C Boles Memorial Golf
Course.
T was disappointed with fourth
place," said Scott Miksch. The finish resembled the results of the Scots'
spring trip, which did not meet the
Divi-- "
expectations of a
sion III school. "We reallyjust have
to go out and get the job done." he
continued.
Head coach Bob Nye echoed Scott
Miksch's thoughts. There was no
one item that created a problem.
We're just not getting the job done."
Mottice summed up the season to
datr "We haven't played well this
year. We're all struggling at differ- go-in-
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up his fdurth win, with a 14-- 7 win.
The Scots ace pitched a nine inning
complete game, his third of the year.
Sagermen gave up seven hits, seven
earned runs and struck out five. It
wasn't easy though for Sagermen as
he was down 6--0 in the first inning.
"6--0 first inning, on a cheap hit, a
double play ball, and a error. Six runs
when in reality if we make the routine
play no runs are scored," said Pcaorini.

Lady Scots
Edge Keeyoe
'for First Win
me

12-1-

1

contesL

On Saturday, Wooster traveled
to Wittenberg but came up short,
dropping to the Tigers
The next day. the Lady Scots
hosted Frosiberg Slate, but after
having played such a tough game
the day before, Wooster could only
muster five goals and allowed a
devastating 21 goals against.
Then after a great practice on
Monday and a chance to look at
eame videos, the Lady Scots came
16-1- 3.
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Wooster and Kenyon took turns
on the scoreboard. Wood registered another four goals, assisted
once by Delia Hoye '94 and once
by Shannon Burke '95. Wooster's
Lange scored two more, and assisted Burke for another, putting,
the Lady Scots in the lead with
just over six m inutes remaining in
the game.
Then with four minutes left,
Kenyon slipped a tying goal past
Wooster's Nina Butler '94 and
brought the game to
Wooster defense held strong while
play continued and the clock ran
to under one minute. Then with
remaining,
seconds
27
11-1- 1.

Guggenheim combined with

Lange to score what would be the
g
twelfth goaL
ni -- 'Rcim'DrOthler
and Kate
vouege
.
t ....... .
Howard 94 were crucial defen. Kenyon .opened the' scoring'
early and took the lead with two sively: Drothler gave an amazing
goals in the first five minutes of performance in frontof goal while
the game, but Wooster's Meg Howard made consistent and critiWood 95 answered these with cal midfield transitions.
Martha Lange put
two of her own in the next two
into words what is obvious from
minutes that followed.
As the game progressed. it was the sidelines: Things are coming
easy to see that things were begin-ning- jo together, we really feel like we
come together for the Lady can do it now. Communication
Scots. Wood combined with was the main team goal for the
Hannah Guggenheim 94 for the game and we met it."
game was a close
. Tuesday's
next goal and Guggenheim took
e
end attione. but the
the fourth one on her own.
At the opening of the second tude of the Lady Scou ccmbined
with increasing communication,
half the Kenyon Ladies were up
some beautiful passing and sucthe
gelled,
had
but Wooster
new defensive tactics all
cessful,
day
the
practiced
defense they had
this is just the beginthat
scorsuggest
before was working and the
winning.
ning
the
of
ing continued.
game-winnin-

i--

ii.

.
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"
Woostdi's Don Mncsoi 94 at Satvday'j Woosra Open.
Fagans
Photo by Josh
Wooster will take part in the
em aspects; we just need to put it:
together now."
Nye offered some insight on the
Scots early season performances.
"History is repeating Uself. We had
the same results last year," be said,
referring to Wooster's third-plac-e
finish at the 1991 Open.
This is a good balklub," he continued. The team has lo continue
be patient and believe in the way
we're doing things. Everything will
get back on track."

Scots Continue to Struggle
Continued from page

A CROSSE

CARISSA CONNER
Voice Sports Writer
week
After a lough, two-gaend, the Lady Scot lacrosse team
put it together on Tuesday for their
first win of the season when they
beat the Kenyon Ladies in a close,

ce

fifth-rank-

-
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"He wants to be the lop pitcher. He
looks at it as a challenge. That's to his
credit."
Jeff Woller '92 pitched the second
game that saw the Scots lose
Woller has been struggling to get a
victory as he is 0--3 on the year.
"Woller's case, he has a sore arm
hasn't gotten the regular work in. He
hasn't been able to throw between
9-- 7.

starts and his control has suffered,"
said Pcaorini.

Muskingum Invitational this Saturday and Sunday. The field includes
two of the Scots chief rivals. Ohio
Wesleyan and Wittenberg, both of
.
whom are nauonally ranked,
a
bit
be
us
for
to
look
would
"I
wil
there
weekend,
but
stronger this
also be a stronger field to contend
.
with," Nye commented..
.This is a tournament which we
really need to do well in," said
Mooice.

.

Co-capta-

6-- 5.

at the Wooster Inn April 13, 1992 at 5 p.m.
Students $5.00 Faculty and Staff $11.00

please return reservations and make checks payable to:
Jewish Students Association
Box-317- 0.

Alaska Summer

Employment-fisherie-

s.

Earn $5000month. Free Transportation!

Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
- For employment program call

Student Employment Services

at

1-206-545-4155
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fight-to-th-

THE NINTH ANNUAL PASSOVER MODEL SEDER
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FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Fraternaties, sororities,
student clubs.
Earn up to $1000
in one week. Plus receive
a $1000 bonus yourself.
And a FREE WATCH
just for calling
1-800-932-0528
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The WqosTer Voice Sports
The 'Maine' Woman of Sports
PETER JAMES
Voice Sports Writer
First it was being named First
Team
Then it was an appearance in the
Ail-Americ-

Conner scored 12 points in both
her sophomore and junior years
which was good enough to earn her
all-confere-

January 20 issue of Sport's
Illustrated's "Faces in the Crowd."
Now it's being selected as "Sportswoman of the Year" by the Sports
Hall of Fame of Maine.
Any one of these accomplishments
would be the highlight of an athlete's
career, but achieve all three?
Carissa Conner '92, starting forward for the women's field hockey
team, accomplished all three, all from
one seasons work.
It's hard to believe that Conner
was not recruited by any college to
play field hockey. A graduate of
Freeport High School in Maine,
her senior year
Conner was
yet did not receive any offers to play
Held hockey. She came to Wooster
not planning on play ing field hockey.
"I did not have any idea what college
hockey was all about," Conner said.
Fortunately she ran into other field
hockey players before the start of her
first-yeat the College that advised
her to tryout That was the beginning of Conner's remarkable field
hockey career at Wooster.
Conner did not start to flourish
until coach Brenda Meese arrived at
the start of her sophomore year.
"Brenda Meese coming in my second year was the best thing that ever
happened to me." stated Conner.
All-Sta- te

ar
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Carissa Conner '92
To cap everything off, Conner has
been named Sportswoman of the
Year by the Sports Hall of Fame of
Maine. She will be inducted into the
Hall in three years.
Not all of her accomplishments
have taken place on the field. Conner,
an English major, is a three-tim- e
Academic
When asked what her plans might
be after college, she responded by
saying "I plan to stay involved in
hockey. Officiating and coaching is
a possibility." I'll definitely stay involved in hockey."

- Defending

Ail-Americ-

an.
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Quarters thru Finals

3-- 6

Timkin Gymnasium
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Apathy: ifs not a four letter
word but it should be ! Leadership conference" sign up now at
lowry front desk - Walk ins.
welcome ! More information at
lowry front desk !
Registration at the luce multipurpose room 9:30 a.m.
motivation delegation
group decisiorvproccss
laughter and leadership '
running meetings greeks and
independents confrontation
marketing involvement
communication combatting
apathy

The Scots' chances weren't helped
when starting catcher Mark McKinney
broke his eye contact while catching.'
"I've never seen anything like it,"
commented Pettorini on the incident.
Before McKinney broke his conon the day with an
tact he was
RBI. And he was batting .600 oyer
the last five games.
Things got stranger as Matt Palm
'95, a catcher by trade, who's been
playing rightfield, moved to second
base. The move was prompted when
Matt Vincler '94, who was playing
second, was benched for poor base
running.
when he was
Vincler was
removed from the game. Vincler is
also the Scots' leading hitter with a
.421 average.
Erik Hagen '93, also was benched
for poor base running.

Voice Assistant Sports Editor
The bizzare scenario of the Scots
baseball campaign rolled on this week,
as the Scots dropped their fourth
straight game by losing 6-- 3 to the
Crusaders of Capital on Wednesday.
"We'reamuch better team. I'mnot
looking for excuses but they're out
there if I want to find them. The
bottom line is if you don't play well
you can't expect to win and we're not
playing well. I thought at the beginning of the year we would have a good
team depending on chemistry and a
break here or there, 1 can't believed I
missed that much," said head coach
Tim Pettorini.
The loss also dropped the Scots
on the year.
overall record to 1
plagued
again
The Scots were once
by poor defense. "We didn't play
good defense and I know we're much
better than that," Pettorini said.
With the game tied 3 in the seventh inning, the Scots had stopper Jay
Terry '92 on the mound. The Crusaders had runners on first and second. A
ground ball to third baseman Brian
Collier 95 changed the game.
Collier, playing in his first game, '
committed a throwing error. The ball
7--

SundayV April 5 ' " f
Scheduler Pool Play $ a.m:-- 2 p.m.
r

Scots Drop Fourth Straight

2-fo-

"

points,

improvement from the
a
previous year.
Conner explained the vast improvement: "Being my senior year,
I settled down. I had nothing to lose.
I took a lot more shots. Being the
center forward I'm right in front of
the cage. I was just doing my job."
At the start of the season Conner
set the goal of being NCAC Player
of the Year. She never dreamed that
her final season would gamer so
many awards.
First she was named conference
player of the year.
Then she was named First Team
the first field hockey
or lacrosse player from Wooster selected since 1985.
ThisVas followed by her being
invited to play in the North-Sout- h
Game at
Division III All-StVillanova University in November.
Next it was an appearance in
Sport's mustrated's Faces in the
Crowd," a place where such famous
athletes as Bo Jackson and Don
Mattingly have appeared;

BASEBALL

DINO DISANTO

ors in 1990. ':
But her 199 1 season is the one that
will be remembered the most.
of this season's
Conner, a
squad, led the Lady Scots to a
overall record by scoring

p.m. "

,
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skidded past first baseman Chris

5--
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With Hagen's removal, Palm
moved to catcher and Tim Foust '94,
an outfielder, played his first game at
second base. "We tested our versitility

3--

Cingolani '94 and into rightfield. The
error allowed two runs to score which
gave the Crusaders a 3 led, and
eventually a 6-- 3 victory. r ..
Brett Beech '94 started the game on
the mound for the Scots. He pitched
four strong innings giving up four
hits, striking out two, and letting up
one earned run. "Beech threw particularly wen," said Pettorini.
The Scots were without a couple of
players. Matt Burdette '92, the starting leftfielder, was sick and did not
make the trip. Scott Collins '92, the
Scots leadoff hitter; had a bad back,
arid Derek Boyd '94 also didn't make
'
the trip.

r-2

.

is an understatement," said Pettorini.
"We've hada lot of guys moving and
its going to continue in the future."
With Foust at second, John Ramby
apitcher, had to play rightfield.
The Scots shuffling of the lineup
continuedas Jim Warga '94 has moved
from second to shortstop. "Warga
defensively has really played well,"
Pettorini said.
Matt Yates '93 also found his way
back into the lineup in leftfield with
Burdette sick. Yates has gone
with an RBI over the last five
games, as te's showing signs ofbrcak-in- g
out of his slump.
The game also saw Berry Craddock
94, give up his first earned run in 14
innings. "He had to give up a run.
sooner or latter," said Pettorini.
Last weekend the Scots went 3
against Ohio Wesleyan. The first
game saw Gerry Sagermen '92 pick- 4-for-

'

-10

1--
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Continued on page
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Voice staff.
or
Applications must be submitted by Friday, April 10, to either Lauren Cohen at
Jason Gindele at c1697 The applications should consist of a letter of intent and a resume.

The Wooster Voice is now accepting applications for positions on the

1992-9- 3

c-13-

to

67

Positions available include: Assistant Editor, Managing Editor, Chief Staff Writer,
News
Production Manager, Advertising Manager, Business Manager, Circulation Manager,
Editor, Feature Editor, Sports Editor, Arts & Entertainment Editor, Photo Editor, Chief
Photographer, Staff Artist, Cartoonist, and Copy Editors. Positions are also available for those
interested in writing, photography, and production.
Remember

DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, APRIL 10
If there are any questions, don'thesita
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JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
The men's rugby club team has
been banned from practicing or playing games on the College ofWooster
campus due to liability concerns by
the College attorney.
The team has suspended it's
spring season for the time being,
and is currently searching for athletic fields in Wayne County to continue play.
In a March 25, 1992 letter to club
President James Becker '94 from
the Secretary of the College Deborah
Hilly, the team was notified that
Mformal action will be taken if
rugby practice continues to occur
on the College campus.'
According to Hilty, "formal ac-depend on the judgetion" would
ment of the officers of the College
who's jurisdiction it would fall.
There is no specific sanction ."
"It is simply a polite way of saying This can't continue.

port through SGA.
In a letter to the club, dated January 26, 1 989, Dean of S tudents Kenneth R. PI asquellac wrote: "It is the
legal counsel's opinion that in order
to meet current liability considerations, the College would need to
upgrade its support of Rugby to the
level of other sports by providing
properly trained professional personnel for supervision andor coaching, investing in adequate equipment and providing trained athletic
trainers. In order to meet these
requirements, it would be necessary for the College to make significant investments of staff and money
in the program. Those resources
simply are not available."
Despite the decision, the rugby
team continued to practice and compete on campus grounds without
supervision from the College until
last week.

velopment in the rugby controversy,
which has been going on for over
three years.
In 1989 the College reviewed the
rugby program and decided to discontinue its recognition and support of the team. The College had
previously employed a coachsupervisor for the team, provided a
student trainer for all home matches,
and allowed the team to use College
playing fields. The rugby team currently receives some financial sup

either a player or a spectator.

TbeCoDege'siecentaokMhascorne
due lorenewedconcernover theissue of

haliliiyiirvcrvedinthecaseofinjirylo
The team is a member of the
United States of American Rugby
Football Union, which governs play
across the country. Through the
USARFU the team was able to obtain an insurance policy to guard
against personal injury litigation.
The policy was coordinated through
the Union sponsored insurance firm
of Rollins Burdock Hunter, and will
cover liabilities up to $1,000,000.00
for general liability, including spec- -

66
I personally believe we

J)

should be allowed to
play. I can understand
some of their complaints, but there are
associations made with
the past that seem to
follow us around and,
unfortunately, we're
not blazing a new trail.

--

99
-- James Becker '94
President of Men's Rubv

tator injuries, and a $25,000.00 limit
for players.
The following, quoted from a letter by the College attorney, dated
November 10. 1989, to Jennifer
Belmont, former SGA President,
who requested information regarding the legal counsel's position on
the Rugby Club insurance: "It appears to me that the (Rollins B urdick
Hunter coverage could include the
College as a named sponsor or as a
named insured as the owner of the
facility or field. The existence of
this insurance, however, does not
change the circumstances of potential liability of the College. That is,
if the College is to be involved with
the Rugby program, it will be necessary that the College have the
responsibility for the management
of the program, including coaches,
trainers, and equipment. This would
include responsibility for the acs of
ac- -'
the participants on
tivities, as well as activities on College premises."
The team also put their signatures
on a USARFU Release and Waiver
of Liability and Assumption of Risk
Agreement, which alleviates any financial responsibilities by the College in the case of a lawsuit.
In the November 10 letter, the
college attorney dismissed the form
by saying, "I have also read the
annual Release and Waiver of Liability and Assumption of Risk
Agreement This is and excellent
form, but as I have advised you
previously, a release of this nature
may or may not be recognized by a
court involved in personal injury
litigation."
Plusquellac concurred: "The release is no more than a letter of
intent, a letter of good faith. It is not
necessarily a binding document that
would bold op in court. There is
nothing that guarantees that the
College would not be responsible,"
The women's rugby club has yet
to be notified by the College of their
standing on campus.
'. "We've had problems in past years
similar to the men's problems,"
said Annie Longsworth '92, captain
of the women's team. "We haven't
heard anything yet," she continued.
"We're expecting it any day."
Rugby's violent nature has drawn
much concern to the sport from the
' college.. Tom Love. Head Athletie
out-of-to-
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We have explored
everything that we
could. The College
cannot be fully

released from responsibility to the rugby
team. We really did
try to work something out.

99

:.
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Kenneth R. Plusquellac
Dean of Students
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Trainer for the College, referred to this year's team has been working
rugby as -1 ootball without padi" hard to improve the quality of play.
"Spohn's comments are valid
Love also showed considerable
concern over the liability problems points for year's past," he said. "We
that would confront both himselfand do more conditioning than last yean
the Student Health Center if rugby we're in better shape than past players. Drinking is not allowed before
were allowed to continue on campus.
high
or during games. I have stria rules
"It's a violent sport with a
injury rate," said Love. "From a about drinking. The referees protrainer's standpoint. I don't want to vide the supervision at games."
"We've had no major injuries this
be responsible. With all of the
varsity sports at the College I year." he added.
Becker strongly felt the rugby team
would be hard pressed to provide
should be allowed to play on campus.
the proper care for rugby."
"I personally believe we should
Tf it were my decision, I would
Spohn
be allowed to play. I can understand
ban rugby," said Jeanene
'92, captain of the women's rugby some of their complaints, but there
are associations made with the past
team last Spring.
Spohn tore the anterior cruciate that seem to follow us around and,
ligament of her left knee ia a game unfortunately, we're not blazing a
last year. Forced to spend, nearly new trail." '
Plusquellac expressedrcgretihat with$250,000 in reconstructive surgery,
through
out an apparent solution, the learn will
she has also had to work
Neinot be allowed to play
almost a year of rehabilitation.
"We have explored everything that
ther the school nor the USARFU
we could. The College cannot be
coveredany ofher medical expenses.
fuUyreleasedfromreqxxisibility to
"First of all, it is not a supervised
sport. There is no trained coach. It the rugby team. Rugby would need
is not an organized sport with daily the same coverage as varsity sports,
which is not possible at the moment."
practices that include aerobic con"We really did try hard to work
ditioning, cardiovascular fitness,
nor muscular conditioning. The something put."
A similar situation took place at
players are not physically fit."
She continued, "These people are Hiram College earlier this year. Atplaying football without pads. The tempts to reach members of the
games are not well supervised, and Hiram men's rugby team were unI've seen many players play drunk, successful.
which inhibits their ability to per- - Also, attempts to contact Tom .
form. It is not a safe sport."
Rooney, coordinator of the Ohio
'
Becker responded by saying that' Rugby Union were unsuccessful ':- "--
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